Again it was the kind of standardization in building that gave us the motor
car.
The increase of glass area over the usual modern skyscraper fenestra-
tion was only about ten per cent (the margin could be increased or dimin-
ished by expanding or contracting the copper members in which the glass
is set), so the expense of heating was not materially increased. Inasmuch
as the copper mullions were to be filled with insulating material and the
window-openings all tight (mechanical units in a mechanical screen), this
excess of glass was compensated. The radiators cast as a railing set in front
of the lower glass unit of this outer screen-wall were free enough to make
cleaning easy. The walls of the first two storeys, or more, were of unob-
structed glass suspended from the floor above. The dreams of the shop-
keeper in this connection fully realized.
The connecting stairways necessary between floors are here arranged as
a practical fire-escape forming the central feature, as may be seen at the
front and rear of each section of the whole mass, and though cut off by
fire-proof doors at each floor the continuous stairway thus made discharges
upon the sidewalk below without obstruction.
The construction of such a building as this would be at least one-third
lighter than anything in the way of a tall building yet built—and three
times stronger in any disturbance. The construction balanced as the body
on the legs, the walls hanging as the arms from the shoulders, the whole
heavy only where weight insures stability.
Of chief value as I see it is the fact that the scheme as a whole legiti-
mately eliminates the matter of masonry architecture that now vexes all
such buildings. And this scheme takes away from field construction all such
elements of masonry from the architectural exterior or interior either.
Architecture in this scheme now is become a complete shop-fabrication.
Only the most complicated part of the building prefabricated need be
assembled in the field.
The mere physical concrete construction of pylons and floors is non-
involved with any interior or exterior. Indestructible, the fabric is made
entirely independent of anything hitherto complicating it and mixed up
with it in our country as 'architecture'. As practised at present the sky-
scraper's so-called architecture is expensively involved but entirely irre-
levant. In this design * architecture' is entirely relevant but uninvolved.
Also the piping and conduits of all appurtenance systems may be cut in
the shop, the labour in the field reduced to assembling only. No fitting.
Screwing up the joints all that is necessary in either heating, lighting or
plumbing.
Thus, literally, we have a shop-made building in all but the interior
supporting posts and floors, which may be reinforced concrete or concrete-
masked steel cast in place in the field. In this design, architecture was
frankly, profitably and artistically—why not?—taken from the field to
the factory. A building is here standardized as any mechanical thing what-
soever might be from penny-whistle to a piano, and it is dignified, imag-
inative, practical. The economic advantages are enormous and obvious.
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